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Abstract. This paper provides a summary of our recent work on the scaling relations between
the specific angular momentum j? and mass M? of the stellar parts of normal galaxies of different
bulge fraction β?. We find that the observations are consistent with a simple model based on
a linear superposition of disks and bulges that follow separate scaling relations of the form
j?d ∝ Mα?d and j?b ∝ Mα?b with α = 0.67± 0.07 but offset from each other by a factor of 8± 2
over the mass range 8.9 6 log(M?/M) 6 11.8. This model correctly predicts that galaxies
follow a curved 2D surface in the 3D space of log j?, logM?, and β?.
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1. Introduction
Specific angular momentum (j = J/M) and mass (M) are two of the most basic
properties of galaxies. We have studied the scaling relations between j and M from
both observational and theoretical perspectives (Fall 1983; Romanowsky & Fall 2012;
Fall & Romanowsky 2013, 2018; hereafter Papers 0, 1, 2, and 3). Here, we present some
highlights from Paper 3 of this series.
2. Results
Figure 1 shows log j? plotted against logM? for the 94 galaxies in our sample (with
8.9 6 log(M?/M) 6 11.8). Galaxies of different bulge fraction, β? ≡ (B/T )? ≡
M?b/(M?d + M?b), are indicated by symbols with different shapes and colors in this
diagram. Here and throughout, the subscript ? refers to the stellar components of galax-
ies, as distinct from their interstellar, circumgalactic, and dark-matter components, while
the subscripts d and b refer to disks and bulges, respectively. We note from Figure 1 that
galaxies with different β? follow roughly parallel scaling relations of the form j? ∝ Mα?
with exponents close to α = 2/3 (α ≈ 0.6 for disks, α ≈ 0.8 for bulges).
Figure 2 illustrates schematically the parallel j?–M? scaling relations for galaxies of
different bulge fraction β∗. This immediately suggests a connection between the loca-
tions of galaxies in the j?–M? diagram and their morphologies. And this in turn suggests
that the distribution of galaxies of different β? in the j?–M? diagram is a physically
based alternative to the Hubble sequence. The analogy here is with the description of
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Figure 1. Stellar specific angular momentum j? versus stellar mass M? for galaxies of different
stellar bulge fraction β (as indicated by symbol shapes and colors). The dashed lines are scaling
relations for disks and bulges from 3D fitting.
elementary particles – the “eigenstates” for galaxies being disks and bulges. One won-
ders whether Hubble might have proposed a classification scheme for galaxies based on
physical variables like j and M if he had been a physicist rather than an astronomer.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of our sample galaxies in the 3D space of (log j?, logM?,
β?). Figure 1 is, of course, just the projection of this distribution onto the log j?–logM?
plane. We note that galaxies lie on or near the curved 2D orange surface in the 3D space.
The orange surface is derived from a simple model based on a linear superposition of disks
and bulges that follow separate scaling relations of the form j?d ∝ Mα?d and j?b ∝ Mα?b
with α = 0.67± 0.07 but offset from each other by a factor of 8± 2.
In Paper 3, we make detailed comparisons between our j?–M? scaling relations and
those of other authors. We find excellent agreement between our results from Paper 2
and those of Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014) and Posti et al. (2018) for disk-dominated
galaxies. The j?–M? scaling relation derived by Sweet et al. (2018) appears to suffer from
an unknown systematic error (by a factor of 2) relative to the relations derived in the other
three studies. We find no statistically significant indication that galaxies with classical
bulges and pseudo bulges follow different relations in (log j?, logM?, β?) space.
In paper 3, we provide an updated interpretation of the j?–M? scaling relations, follow-
ing the precepts of Paper 1. In particular, we have revised slightly our earlier estimates
of the fractions of angular momentum in the stellar components of galaxies relative to
dark matter, fj ≡ j?/jhalo. We now find fj ∼ 1.0 for disks (slightly higher than before)
and fj ∼ 0.1 for bulges (slightly lower than before). We also note that these fractions are
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Figure 2. Physically motivated classification diagram of galaxies, with parallel j?–M? scaling
relations for fixed bulge fractions (see cartoon examples at right).
Figure 3. Bulge fraction versus specific angular momentum and mass. Points show the data,
and orange surface shows our 3D relation based on independent disks and bulges.
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expected to be nearly constant over the mass range 109.5M <∼M? <∼ 1011.5M. Posti et
al. (2018) suggested that fj may decrease gradually toward lower galactic masses based
on their extension of the j?–M? relation down to ∼ 107M. Future studies should aim
to determine fj for dwarf galaxies from the baryonic j–M relation (including both stars
and cold gas) since this may be slightly shallower than the stellar j–M relation, and thus
consistent with fj ≈ constant.
We note that the retention factor fj ∼ 1.0 derived from the observed j?–M? relation
for galactic disks agrees well with the value of fj postulated in simple disk formation
models (Paper 0), although the physical reasons for this agreement are still an active
research topic (as discussed at this meeting by Bullock, DeFelippis, El-Badry, Genel, and
others). The retention factor fj ∼ 1.0 also agrees well with the observed sizes of disk-
dominated galaxies over the redshift range 0 6 z 6 3. Using the method of abundance
matching, Huang et al. (2017) showed that the relation between the sizes of galaxies and
their dark-matter halos is linear and stable over this redshift range and consistent with
simple disk formation models (i.e., fj ∼ 1.0).
3. Conclusions
1. The observed j?–M? scaling relations for galaxies with different β? constitute a
physically motivated alternative to subjective classifications schemes such as the Hubble
sequence.
2. At fixed β?, specific angular momentum and mass are related by power laws, j? ∝
Mα? , with α ≈ 0.6 for disks, α ≈ 0.8 for bulges, and α ≈ 2/3 overall.
3. For giant galaxies (with 109.5M <∼M? <∼ 1011.5M), the angular momentum reten-
tion or sampling factors are fj ∼ 1.0 for disks and fj ∼ 0.1 for bulges.
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